Kids:
Pride paper weaving heart
Here at Schneider Haus we love the icon of the heart, so much so it's in our logo! We also have
a brand new exhibit all about paper cutting. Enter our pride month craft: the rainbow paper
woven heart. A mix of old and new to celebrate Pride month!
All you’ll need is scissors, white and coloured construction paper. Start folding a piece of white
paper in half (hamburger style) and cutting out a heart. The bigger your heart the easier this
craft is, so you can adjust the difficulty by adjusting the size of your heart!

Once you have your heart cut out, keep it folded and make small cuts across the fold, you can
make as many or as few cuts as you want, later you will be weaving your coloured paper
through these cuts. Try to make your cuts as even as possible.

I made 7 cuts which made 6 strips of paper to weave between. Next I cut pieces of coloured
paper to weave in. Since my heart is small (10 cm wide), I cut my paper strips to be 5
millimetres wide. For my larger heart (20 cm wide), I cut my paper strips to be 1 centimeter
wide.

Next we can begin weaving! This can be achieved by taking your coloured strip and going up
and over one strip of white paper and then going under the one after, and continuing this pattern
until you’ve finished weaving your strip. Repeat for each strip of coloured paper.

Once you’ve finished your weaving you can either decide to cut off the excess coloured paper or
leave it so your heart has streamers coming out of it!

Pride Fan:
http://theconfoundedcrafter.co.uk/2018/06/12/folding-paper-fans-pride-edition/
With the weather getting warmer, this craft is perfect to help keep you cool in hot weather. If you
are a fan of LGBTQ+ tv shows like Ru Pauls Drag race you likely will be familiar with the paper
fan. Paper fans are a popular accessories in LGBTQ+ culture and it can add flare and drama to
anything you do! For this craft we will show you two ways to make a beautiful paper fan that you
can use to stay cool all year long!
Our first fan is a circular folding fan. All you will need is 2 pieces of paper, scissors, string, white
glue and popsicle sticks. First take a piece of paper and fold it in half 4 times.

Once you have folded your paper over 4 times, unfold your paper. These folds will be the
template for the next folds you do. Now take your paper and fold accordion style, making one
fold on the right side and the next fold on the left side, repeat until you have folded the entire
length of your paper.

Repeat this folding process for your second piece of paper. You should be left with two pieces of
paper folded accordion style.

Put your pieces of paper together and fold them in half, then take a piece of string and tie your
papers tightly around the middle where you have just made your fold.

After you’ve tied your string, refold your papers. You should begin to see your fan taking form,
now all that’s left is to glue the papers together. There should be 3 gaps in your fan, take some
white glue and run it along one edge of the paper, sticking the other side to it and holding for a
few seconds until the glue begins to set. Repeat for the other 2 gaps left in the fan.

You should be left with a complete fan. The final steps are to glue a popsicle stick on either
edge of the fan, being sure to leave half of the popsicle stick overhanging as your fan handle,
hold in place until the glue begins to set. Now you have an ultra sturdy paper fan!

An easier version of our paper hand only needs paper, a stapler, and paint (optional).
Start by folding your paper hotdog style. Feel free to paint whatever you like following the fold in
your paper, for mine I painted a rainbow circle in the middle of my page.

Next, we are going to fold our paper over 4 times hamburger style, this will be the template for
folding our fan up accordion style by making a fold on the right side and then the left, repeating
until you have a fan. Next fold your paper in half following the very first fold you made through
the centre of your paper, it should make a fan shape. In the middle where the paper is
separated have an adult staple the paper together, one staple at the top and one at the bottom.

Now that your paper is stapled you should have your completed fan! Our painted rainbow circle
now makes a beautiful rainbow heart fan!

Colour walk:
To celebrate Pride month we recommend doing a colour walk! A colour walk is a walk where you
try and find each colour of the rainbow, much like a treasure hunt. Set aside an hour of time and
go to a trail or area you are familiar with and let the colours guide your direction. You never

know you may end up somewhere you’ve never been before! Feel free to record your finds by
taking pictures or by bringing along our worksheet and pencil crayons. Our colour walk is based
off of the Progress Flag, created in 2018 by Daniel Quasar. The colours you will be searching for
will be: White, light pink, light blue, brown, black, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple.
History of pride flag for our pride fence:
The pride flag was created in 1978 by artist Gilbert Baker, who was urged by Harvery Milk to
make a a symbol of pride for the gay community. Baker decided to make a flag as he saw flags
as the most powerful symbol of pride. The pride flag is based off of a rainbow because Baker
saw the rainbow as a natural flag from the sky. Originally his flag included 8 colours, hot pink,
red, orange, yellow, green, turquoise, indigo, and violet. When he went to mass produce the
flags there were issues with producing pink and turquoise so the colours were dropped resulting
in the 6 colour flag we have now. Each colour has a particular meaning: red for life, orange for
healing, yellow for sunlight, green for nature, blue for serenity, and purple for spirit. In 1994 the
rainbow flag was officially established as the symbol for the LGBTQ+ community when Baker
made a mile-long version for the 25th anniversary of the Stonewall riots. Today you may see the
pride flag or new variations of it such as the progress flag, created by Daniel Quasar in 2018,
which has 5 added colours to put an emphasis on inclusion and progression within the LGBTQ+
community. You can see both of these flags represented at Schneider Haus for the entire month
of June!
red for life
orange for healing
yellow for sunlight
green for nature
blue for serenity
purple for spirit

